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With the World Cup nearly here, England fans in Tenerife don’t need to miss 
out on all the action and atmosphere thanks to a new guide just launched by 
popular travel portal myTenerifeinfo.com 

 

The new guide, 'Where to watch the World Cup in Tenerife', which has just 
been launched by popular travel portal myTenerifeinfo.com, has been created 
to ensure holidaymakers flying in to Tenerife over the World Cup period won't 
have to worry about missing any of the important matches or the 
camaraderie of cheering on the three lions in the pub with a bunch of fellow 
Brits. 

In the guide to the bars and nightclubs across Tenerife who will be showing 
the World Cup, it not only displays the number of screens available but also 



any special drinks and food promotions like half-time barbecues or free 
snacks during the England games. 

The new guide highlights where the best bars are to watch the World Cup, 
FIFA 2010, along with information about where to find special food and 
drinks promotions. Combined with the current availability of cheap flights to 
Tenerife, inexpensive Tenerife holiday apartments and the already low prices 
across the island like €1 a pint and €6 for an all-you-can-eat-buffet, 
myTenerifeinfo feels that it could even work out cheaper for some fans to 
holiday in Tenerife than staying at home and watching the World Cup in a 
pub in Britain. myTenerifeinfo is hoping that by highlighting to potential 
holiday makers that they do not have to miss out on any of the World Cup 
action, they may be able to tempt a few additional travellers to the region. 

Although it might not be the same as cheering on Rooney live in Cape Town, 
Rustenburg and Port Elizabeth, myTenerifeinfo points out that watching the 
World Cup instead with the bonus of the sunny Tenerife weather offers many 
benefits compared to stepping out from a packed pub in the UK into the 
oppressive grey of another British summer of discontent. 

About myTenerifeinfo 
MyTenerifeinfo is part of mydestinationinfo.com, an award-winning network 
of 60-plus destination websites scattered across the globe from Hawaii to 
Cape Town, currently used by over 4 million travellers a year. 

MyTenerifeinfo is managed by a local "Tenerife expert" with unique inside 
knowledge and is focused on providing unrivalled levels of local information. 
The websites combine accurate information on the local area and businesses 
with the added usability of an online booking engine, offering travellers a 
one-stop shop where they can research and book their holiday on a single 
website. 
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